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Generating multi-dimensional entangled states of atoms under large atom-cavity detuning
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We propose a scheme to deterministically generate two-dimensional and three-dimensional entangled states
of atoms by passing two87Rb atoms through a high-Q bi-mode cavity alternately. The atomic spontaneous decay
is efficiently suppressed because of large atom-cavity detuning in our scheme. With the strictly numerical sim-
ulation, it shows that, although the cavity decay exists unavoidably, our proposal is good enough to demonstrate
the generation of atomic entanglement with high fidelity andwithin the current experimental technologies.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Quantum entanglement plays a vital role in many prac-
tical quantum information systems [1–3]. Cavity quantum
electrodynamics (QED) provides an almost ideal system for
the generation of entangled states [4–6]. Atoms trapped
in an optical cavity, a basic model in cavityQED, are be-
lieved to be a promising system for quantum computation and
quantum communication [7–10], where entangling of atoms
is a fundamental operation [11]. In addition to the entan-
gling of two-dimensional (qubit) atoms [12], the entangling
of higher-dimensional atoms also attracts a lot of attention
[13–19]. These higher-dimensional entanglement systems,
such as three-dimensional (qutrit) entangle states of atoms,
are of great interests owing to the extended possibilities they
provide, which including higher information density coding
[20], stronger violations of local realism [21, 22], and more
resilience to error than two-dimensional systems [23]. Re-
cently some theoretical schemes have been proposed for im-
plementing three-dimensional entangled state of atoms in a
cavity QED system via adiabatic passage [24, 25], or with
spin qubits coupled to a bimodal microsphere cavity [26].
However, the main problems for these entangling atoms in
cavities are the unavoidable decoherence [27] due to the leak-
age of photons from the cavity modes, or the imperfect sup-
pression of the spontaneous radiation in the atoms.

In order to suppress these disadvantages, we use the adia-
batical state evolution under large detuning to generate atomic
entangled states. One of the distinct advantages of our pro-
posal is that the excited states can be effectively eliminated,
thus the atomic spontaneous emission does not play an im-
portant role; moreover, in our scheme we implement not only
a two-dimensional entanglement but also a three-dimensional
entanglement of two87Rb atoms, and our computer numerical
simulation results indicate that by choosing proper parameters
we could deterministically entangle two atoms with muliti-
dimensions in an optical cavity with high fidelities, although
the cavity decay exists unavoidably; most of all, the exper-
imental requirements mentioned in our scheme are approxi-
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mately feasible at present and therefore our scheme should be
realizable in the near future.

II. THE FUNDAMENTAL MODEL

The schematic represention is shown in Fig.1, where two
atoms A and B fall through the empty bi-mode optical cav-
ity C alternately. The relevant atomic levels and transitions
are also depicted in this figure, such level structures can be
achieved in87Rb [28–30]. The states|gL〉, |g0〉, |gR〉 and|ga〉
correspond to87Rb atom hyperfine levels|F = 1,mF = −1〉,
|F = 1,mF = 0〉, |F = 1,mF = 1〉 of 5S1/2 and|F = 2,mF = 0〉
of 5S1/2, while |eL〉, |e0〉 and|eR〉 correspond to|F = 1,mF =
−1〉, |F = 1,mF = 0〉 and|F = 1,mF = 1〉 of 5P3/2.
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FIG. 1. (Color online) Schematic illustration of generating atomic
multi-dimensional entangled states with two87Rb atoms in a bi-mode
cavity. (a) The atom A enters the cavity C, and interacts witha π-
polarized classical pump field. (b) After the atom A passes through
the cavity C, the atom B enters the cavity and interacts with the cavity
mode. The atomic levels and transitions of the atoms involved are
shown as well,∆ is the detuning between the cavity mode and the
corresponding atomic transition.

Initially, the cavity mode is in the vacuum state, and the
atoms A and B are prepared in the state|ga〉A and |g0〉B re-
spectively before they fall into the empty cavities C. The fol-
lowing atoms passing process can be divided into two stages.
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In the first stage, as shown in Fig.1 (a), the atom A en-
ters the cavity C first, the atomic transition|ga〉A ↔ |e0〉A is
driven resonantly by aπ-polarized (line polarized) classical
field with Rabi frequencyΩA; the atomic transitions|e0〉A ↔
|gR〉A and|e0〉A ↔ |gL〉A are coupled to the right and left cir-
cular polarized cavity mode with the same conherent coupling
constantgA, where we assumeΩA andgA are all real [31]. The
Hamiltonian for the system in the interaction picture can be
written as (here we set̄h = 1)

HA
I =ΩA|e0〉A〈ga|e−i∆t + gAaR|e0〉A〈gR|e−i∆t + gAaL

×|e0〉A〈gL|e−i∆t +H.c.,
(1)

whereaR, aL are the annihilation operators of the two opposite
right, left circular polarizations respectively;∆ is the detuning
between the cavity mode and the corresponding atomic tran-
sition. In the case of large atom-cavity detuning, i.e.,∆ ≫ gA,
the excited states can be eliminated adiabatically to obtain the
effective Hamiltonian

HA
e f f =

Ω2
A

∆
|ga〉A〈ga|+

g2
A

∆
(a†

LaL|gL〉A〈gL|+ a†
RaR|gR〉A

×A〈gR|+ a†
LaR|gL〉A〈gR|+ a†

RaL|gR〉A〈gL|)

+
ΩAgA

∆
(a†

R|gR〉A〈ga|+ a†
L|gL〉A〈ga|+H.c.).

(2)

Then we switch to the second stage, as shown in Fig.1 (b),
the atom A passes through the cavity C, meanwhile, the atom
B enters the cavity C and interacts with the cavity mode. The
atomic transitions|g0〉B ↔ |eL〉B and|g0〉B ↔ |eR〉B are res-
onantly coupled to the right and left circular polarized cav-
ity mode with the same conherent coupling constantgB; the
atomic transitions|eL〉B ↔ |gL〉B and|eR〉B ↔ |gR〉B are driven
resonantly by aπ-polarized (line polarized) classical field
with Rabi frequencyΩB, where we also assumeΩB andgB
are all real. The Hamiltonian for the system of second stage
in the interaction picture is (set̄h = 1)

HB
I =ΩB(|eL〉B〈gL|e−i∆t + |eR〉B〈gR|e−i∆t)+ gBaL|eR〉B

×B〈g0|e−i∆t + gBaR|eL〉B〈g0|e−i∆t +H.c.,
(3)

similarly, in the case of∆ ≫ gB, the effective Hamiltonian of
the second stage system can be easily obtained

HB
e f f =

Ω2
B

∆
(|gL〉B〈gL|+ |gR〉B〈gR|)+

g2
B

∆
(a†

RaR|g0〉B

×B〈g0|+a†
LaL|g0〉B〈g0|)+

ΩBgB

∆
(aR|gL〉B〈g0|

+ aL|gR〉B〈g0|+H.c.).

(4)

III. GENERATING A TWO-DIMENSIONAL ENTANGLED
STATE OF ATOMS

According to the descriptions above, at timet = 0, the
initial state of the system is|ψ(0)〉 = |ga〉A � |0〉C, where
|0〉C is the vacuum state of the cavity C. At the end of the
first stage, governed byHA

e f f described in Eq.(2), the system

evolves to the state|ψ(t)〉 = c1(t)|ga〉A|0〉C + c2(t)|gL〉A|L〉C
+ c3(t)|gR〉A|R〉C, where|L〉C and |R〉C are respectively the
left and right circular cavity modes. The indeterminate
coefficientsc1(t) = (2g2

A + Ω2
Ae−iηt/∆)/η , c2(t) = c3(t) =

(gAΩAe−iηt/∆ − gAΩA)/η , where we takeη = 2g2
A +Ω2

A for
convenience. If we chooseΩA =

√
2gA, at timet1 = π∆/4g2

A,
the system initial state|ψ(0)〉 transfer to a superposition

|ψ(t1)〉=
1√
2
(|gL〉A|L〉C + |gR〉A|R〉C), (5)

which is the entangled state of the atom A and the cavity
modes, where we have neglected the common factor -1.

Nest stage, the atom A passes through the cavity, in-
stead, the atom B falls into the cavity. It is obvious that
the state of the system can be expressed as|ψ(t ′1)〉 = 1/

√
2

(|gL〉A|L〉C + |gR〉A|R〉C) � |g0〉B for the present, which is a
product state of the entangled state|ψ(t1)〉 and the ground
state |g0〉B of the atom B, wheret ′1 > t1 owing to time
delay before the atom B enters the cavity. Governed by
HB

e f f described in Eq.(4), the whole system evolves to the
state|ψ(t)〉 = d1(t)|gL〉A|g0〉B|L〉C + d2(t)|gR〉A|g0〉B|R〉C +
d3(t)|gL〉A|gR〉B|0〉C + d4(t)|gR〉A|gL〉B|0〉C, where the coeffi-
cientsd1(t) = d2(t) = (Ω2

B + g2
B e−iξ t/∆)/

√
2ξ , d3(t) = d4(t)

= (gBΩB e−iξ t/∆ - gBΩB)/
√

2ξ , and we takeξ = g2
B +Ω2

B for
convenience. If we chooseΩB = gB, at timet2 = t ′1+π∆/2g2

B,
we can obtain a two-qubit atomic entangled state

|ψ(t2)〉=
1√
2
(|gL〉A|gR〉B + |gR〉A|gL〉B)�|0〉C, (6)

where we have neglected the common factor -1.
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FIG. 2. (Color online) Time-dependent atomic-photonic-state pop-
ulations vs dimensionless timegAt1(gBt2) in the first stage (a) and
the second stage (b), whereΩA =

√
2gA, ΩB = gB, ∆ = 10gA =

10gB, andt ′1 − t1 ≈ 0.1t1. Pi(i = 1,2,3) and P′
j( j = 1,2,3,4,) re-

spectively denote the populations of the states|ga〉A|0〉C, |gL〉A|L〉C,
|gR〉A|R〉C, |gL〉A|g0〉B|L〉C, |gR〉A|g0〉B|R〉C, |gL〉A|gR〉B|0〉C and
|gR〉A|gL〉B|0〉C . Pp andP′

p are the probabilities with which one pho-
ton appears in the cavity C related to the two stages.

Fig.2 shows the numerical simulation results of the two-
qubit entanglement generation process. Fig.2 (a) shows the
time evolution of populations in the first stage. Time fulfill-
ing gAt1 = 5π/2, thenP1 approaches 0,P2 andP3 arrive at
the maximum value 0.5 simultaneously, at this time the sys-
tem emits a photon. Fig.2 (b) shows the time evolution of the
populations in the second stage, at timegBt2 = 5π + gBt ′1, P′

1
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andP′
2 approaches 0, whileP3 andP4 arrive at the maximum

value 0.5 simultaneously, that is to say, the state of the sys-
tem transfers to the superposition of states|gL〉A|gR〉B|0〉C and
|gR〉A|gL〉B|0〉C with the same probability of 1/2, which means
the successful generation of the two-dimensional entangled
state, the photon in cavity disappears in this process.

IV. GENERATING A THREE-DIMENSIONAL
ENTANGLED STATE OF ATOMS

In this section, we will consider another kind of circum-
stance. Return to the first stage in section III, differentlyfrom
what we have done before, if we chooseΩA = (1+

√
3)gA,

change timet1 = π∆/2(3+
√

3)g2
A, then the final state of the

system in the first stage can be rewritten as

|ψ ′(t1)〉=
1√
3
(|ga〉A|0〉C + |gL〉A|L〉C + |gR〉A|R〉C. (7)

Nest stage, Similarly governed byHB
e f f the whole sys-

tem evolves to the new state|ψ ′(t)〉 = d1
′(t) |ga〉A|g0〉B|0〉C

+ d2
′(t) |gL〉A|g0〉B|L〉C + d3

′(t) |gR〉A|g0〉B|R〉C + d4
′(t)

×|gL〉A|gR〉B|0〉C + d5
′(t) |gR〉A|gL〉B|0〉C from changed ini-

tial state |ψ ′(t ′1)〉 = |ψ ′(t1)〉 � |g0〉B of the second stage,
wheret ′1 > t1 is the initial time of this stage like section III.
The indeterminate coefficientsd1

′(t) = 1/
√

3, d2
′(t) = d3

′(t)
= (Ω2

B + g2
Be−iζ t/∆)/

√
3ζ , d4

′(t) = d5
′(t) = (gBΩB e−iζ t/∆ -

gBΩB)/
√

3ζ , if we setζ = g2
B +Ω2

B. As the same value as we
chooseΩB = gB in section III, at timet2 = t ′1 + π∆/2g2

B, we
can also obtain a superposition state

|ψ ′(t2)〉=
1√
3
(|ga〉A|g0〉B + |gL〉A|gR〉B + |gR〉A|gL〉B)

�|0〉C,
(8)

which is a product state of a two-qutrit atomic entangled state
and the cavity mode vacuum state.
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FIG. 3. (Color online) Time-dependent atomic-photonic-state pop-
ulations vs dimensionless timegAt1 (gBt2) in the first stage (a)
and the second stage (b), whereΩA = (1+

√
3)gA, ΩB = gB,

∆ = 10gA = 10gB, and t ′1 − t1 ≈ 0.1t1. Pi (i = 1,2,3) and
P′

j ( j = 1,2,3,4,5) respectively denote the populations of states
|ga〉A|0〉C, |gL〉A|L〉C, |gR〉A|R〉C, |ga〉A|g0〉B|0〉C , |gL〉A|g0〉B|L〉C,
|gR〉A|g0〉B|R〉C, |gL〉A|gR〉B|0〉C , and|gR〉A|gL〉B|0〉C . Pp andP′

p are
the probabilities with which one photon appears in the cavity C re-
lated to the two stages.

Fig.3 shows the numerical simulation results of the two-
qutrit entanglement generation process. In the first stage,as is
shown in Fig.3 (a), time fulfillinggAt1 = 5π/(3+

√
3), then

P1, P2 andP3 approaches 1/3 simultaneously, and the photon
appears in the cavity C with the probability of 2/3. In the
second stage, Fig.3 (b) shows that at timegBt2 = 5π + gBt ′1,
P′

2 andP′
3 approaches 0, whileP′

1, P′
4 andP′

5 approaches 1/3
simultaneously (actually,P′

1 always equals 1/3 in this stage),
that is to say, the state of the system transfers to the super-
position state 1/

√
3 (|ga〉A|g0〉B + |gL〉A|gR〉B + |gR〉A|gL〉B)

� |0〉C, which means the successful generation of the three-
dimensional entangled state, and the cavity mode returns back
to initial vacuum state.

V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

To evaluate the performance of our scheme, we now give an
indispensable discussion on the dissipative processes in the
whole interaction time: spontaneous atomic decay from ex-
cited states at the common rateγ and cavity decay rateκ . As
we use the large detuning approximation, the atomic sponta-
neous emission can be neglected (γ ≈ 0). The evolution of
the system can be described by a non-hermitian conditional

Hamiltonian [32, 33], which is be simplified asHA(B)
con =HA(B)

e f f

− iκ (aL
†aL + aR

†aR).
Starting with the initial state|ψ(0)〉, under the condi-

tional hamiltonian, the system evolves at the timet to

|ψ(t)〉=e−iH
A(B)
con t |ψ(0)〉. The success probability and the fi-

delity of the whole process are given byP=|〈ψ(t)|ψ(t)〉|2 and
F =|〈ψid(t)|ψ(t)〉|2, whereψid(t) is the ideal state. Fig.4
shows the success possibility and the fidelity of the two-qubit
(qutrit) entanglement in our scheme as a function of the cavity
decay rateκ .

It is necessary to discuss the effect of atomic motion and
the experimental feasibility of our scheme. For one thing,
trapping atoms in cavityQED has been realized in early ex-
periments [34–37]. Our scheme needs atoms to pass through
one cavity separately, in current optical cavityQED systems,
the coupling strengthg(~r) depends on the atomic position~r.
If atomic motion is localized to a size∆~r comparable to the
cavity mode resonant wavelengthλc, this position-dependent
uncertainty generally spoils the quantum coherence or entan-
glement. To enforce an approximate coupling constantg, one
requires the Lamb-Dicke limit∆~r≪λc to suppress the deco-
herence caused by atomic motions. Actually, this requirement
has been met in a one-cavity system by the current experi-
mental conditions, and can be obtained by atom-cooling tech-
niques. For another, from the former numerical simulation,
we needκ smaller thang by approximately two orders of
magnitude. Based on the experiments about realizing high-Q
cavity and strong atom-cavity coupling [38, 39], the condition
(g,κ ,γ)/2π = (750,2.6,3.5)MHz is realizable. Under such
condition, we can entangle the atoms with the fidelity larger
than 99.2% in our scheme.

It should be noticed that although we have neglected the
effect of atomic spontaneous emission due to large detuning,
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FIG. 4. (Color online) Contour plots for the success probability (a)
and the fidelity (b) of the two-qubit (qutrit) entanglementsin our
scheme as a function of the cavity decay rateκ, wherePA, PB (P′

A,
P′

B) denote the success probability of the two-qubit (qutrit) entan-
glements generated respectively in two stages, andFA, FB (F ′

A, F ′
B)

denote the fidelity of the entanglements mentioned above.

the atom-cavity system is still in the strongly cooperativelimit

(g2/κγ≫1). We can adiabatically eliminate the excited states
[31, 40], and obtain effective coupling strengthΩe f f = Ωg/∆
and effective atomic decay rateγe f f = Ω2γ/∆2. To determin-
istically generate an entangled state, one requires the strong
coupling conditionsΩe f f≫γe f f andΩe f f≫κ , which reduce
to the strongly cooperative limit.

In summary, we have proposed a scheme to prepare two
kinds of atomic entangled states in a high-Q bi-mode cavity.
in the case of large atom-cavity detuning the scheme is im-
mune to the effect of atomic spontaneous emission. Our com-
puter numerical simulation results indicate that by choosing
proper parameters we could entangle two atoms with muliti-
dimensions in an optical cavity with high success probabilities
and fidelities.
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